Call for experts to assist the European Defence Agency (EDA) with tasks in connection with the Preparatory Action on Defence Research

1. The European Defence Agency (EDA) is establishing a database of independent experts who can be called on in connection with the Preparatory Action on Defence Research (PADR) (2017-2021) for the following tasks:
   (a) evaluation of proposals
   (b) monitoring of the implementation of actions
   (c) ethics reviews, checks and audits.

2. EDA is looking for experts with a high level of expertise and professional experience in a military context, in one or more of the following areas:
   - Unmanned Platforms
   - Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR)
   - Effects
   - Force Protection and Soldier Systems
   - Military Cyber protection

   Expertise will also be required on cross-cutting issues such as:
   - Strategic technology foresight
   - ITAR-related components in Europe’s armament systems
   - Military standards and interoperability
   - Military ethical, legal and societal aspects

   Prospective independent experts shall also have appropriate language skills in particular in English for the tasks to be carried out.

3. Registrations must be submitted via the following address:


   The call for expression of interest is permanently open (no deadline).

   However, early application is encouraged, since the first experts will have to be appointed in the third quarter of 2017.

   Experts who already registered in the Participant Portal database of independent experts are invited to access the following website, to declare their interest in PADR assignments (and update their area of expertise):

   https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/experts/profile/index.jsf
4. **EDA will use the database for selecting the experts it needs.**

The experts will be selected on the basis of the technical skills, experience and knowledge and language skills needed.

In addition, EDA will seek a balanced composition within the expert groups in terms of various skills, experience, and knowledge, geographical diversity and gender.

Moreover, EDA will ensure a reasonable rotation of independent experts for proposal evaluation from one year to the next.

If needed and duly justified, EDA may exceptionally also select experts from outside the database.

5. **⚠️ Please note:**

If selected, you will need to get appropriate security clearance before appointment, and need to be validated by the Member State that issued the security clearance¹.

Selected experts may be managed via the Participant Portal. By submitting this application, you agree to accept to use the Participant Portal electronic exchange system in accordance with the Participant Portal Terms & Conditions.

All sections of the application form must be completed (and kept up-to-date). Areas of expertise and professional experience must be adequately detailed and documented.

Your registration will be considered complete only once marked as valid.

The personal data collected in the context of this call will be processed in accordance with Regulation No 45/2001².

Your name may be published in accordance with Article 204 of Regulation No 966/2012³ and Article 287 of Regulation No 1268/2012⁴.

You will be required to agree to a code of conduct (including confidentiality aspects) and to confirm that there is no conflict of interest for each assignment.

Should you evaluate a proposal for the PADR, as an independent expert you are entitled to receive daily allowance and reimbursement for travel and accommodation. An honorary

---

¹ Contact details of the authorities are in attached list.
² Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2000 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data (OJ L 8, 12/01/2001, p 1).
would be applicable only if it is allowed by your national legislation and/or if it is in accordance with the conditions set out in your working contract, if any.
Contact details of the Authorities for validation of experts
this list will be updated as PoC will become available

AUSTRIA
Austrian Federal Ministry of Defence and Sports Division Science, Research and Development
Dr. Rüdiger STIX
Roßauer Lände 1 A - 1090 Vienna
0043 (0) 50201- 1022296
ruediger.stix@bmlvs.gv.at,
wfe@bmlvs.gv.at

BELGIUM
Royal Higher Institute for Defense, Director departement scientific and technological research of Defense
Tim Van Langenhove
Renaissancelaan 30, B-1000 Brussel
0032 (0)2- 441.44.55
tim.vanlangenhove@mil.be

BULGARIA
Project Management Department at the Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Bulgaria
Violina Kehayova
00359 (2) 92 20 611
v.kehayova@mod.bg

CROATIA

CYPRUS
Ministry of Defence, National Armaments Directorate
Maj(AF) HADJIPAVLIS Panayiotis
4, Emmanuel Roides Str., 1432 Nicosia
Cyprus
(+357)22807654, (+357)22807671
rt poc@mod.gov.cy
decpoc@mod.gov.cy
cepoc@mod.gov.cy

CZECH REPUBLIC
Ministry of Defence of the Czech Republic, Industrial Cooperation and Organisations
Management Division
Assoc. Prof. Blahoslav DOLEJŠÍ
Tychonova 221/1, 160 00 Prague 6
Czech Republic
00420 973 214 682
dolejsib@army.cz
HUNGARY
Ministry of Defence Hungary, Armaments Development Department
Col. Attila SIMON
H-1885 Budapest
0036 1 474 1232 / +36 1 474 1411
attila.simon2@hm.gov.hu

IRELAND

ITALY
Secretariat General of Defence and National Armaments Directorate, 5th Department – Technological Innovation, Head 2nd Office – 5th Department
CV Luigi SCHINELLI
Airport F. Baracca “Comparto A” – Via di Centocelle, 301, 00175 – ROME – ITALY
0039 06469130704, 0039 06469130754
r5u2s0@sgd.difesa.it

LATVIA
Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Latvia, Head of the Military Education and Science Section
Ms Liene Liepiņa
10/12 K.Valdemara Str., Riga, LV-1473, Latvia
(+371) 6 7335015
Liene.Liepina@mod.gov.lv

LITHUANIA
Ministry of National Defence of the Republic of Lithuania, Armaments and C2 Systems Department, Science and Technology Section
Mr. Laurynas Mockaitis
Šv. Ignoto g. 8, LT-01120
(+370) 5 273 5579
laurynas.mockaitis@kam.lt

LUXEMBURG

MALTA

NETHERLANDS
Ministry of Defence of the Netherlands, Defence Staff, Plans Directorate, Knowledge & Innovation Department
E.L. (Eddie) Flohr
Plein-Kalvermarkt Complex /Room C1.02/ Kalvermarkt 32/2511 CB The Hague/The Netherlands, MPC 58B/P.O. Box 20701/2500 ES The Hague/The Netherlands
0031 (0)6 83 22 03 91
el.flohr@mindef.nl
POLAND
Ministry of National Defence, Science and Military Education Department
Mr. Przemysław WOZNIAK
Niepodległości Ave. 218, 00-911 Warsaw, Poland
0048 261 846 738
pwozniak@mon.gov.pl

PORTUGAL
Direção-Geral de Recursos da Defesa Nacional
CDR Luís Arsénio
Av. Ilha da Madeira, 1, 1400-204 Lisboa, PORTUGAL
00351 21 303 85 63
luis.arsenio@defesa.pt

ROMANIA

SLOVAKIA
Národný bezpečnostný úrad (National Security Authority)
Budatínska 30, 851 06 Bratislava, Slovakia
00421 2 6869 1111

SLOVENIA
Ministry of Defence, Logistic Directorate
Andreja Novak
Vojkova 59, 1000 Ljubljana
00386 41 384 500 or 00386 1 471 21 99
andreja.novak@mors.si

SPAIN
Ministerio de Defensa, DGAM/SGPLATIN
Jose Sala
C/ Arturo Soria 289, 28033 Madrid, Spain
0034 913954658
cooperacionid@mde.es

SWEDEN
All applicants possessing the appropriate Personnel Security Clearance will be considered validated by the Swedish Authorities

UNITED KINGDOM
All applicants possessing the appropriate Personnel Security Clearance will be considered validated by the UK Authorities.